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ABSTRACT

The Joint Forward Area Air Defense (JFAAD) Test Program Definition

provides the framework for an analysis of the three JFAAD issues. The JFAAD

Modeling Requirements Paper outlines general requirements for a computer model

or set of models that will provide results supporting the development and

refinement of solutions to the JFAAD problem. The purpose of this paper is to

provide further information to link the two documents mentioned above. It

will attempt to surface questions related to the analysis eff'rt and point to

an approach to answer the questions. This paper is intended to broaden the

analytical framework of the two referenced documents, which will provide

Government agencies with a better understanding of the JFAAD approach to the

analysis and provide supporting contractors additional guidance to assist them

in analytical efforts undertaken to meet JFAAD taskings.
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1. PURPOSE

This paper draws on the background of both the Test Program Definition
and the Model Requirements Paper and provides a more detailed discussion of
the air defense functions to be represented in a computer model supporting
JFAAD. The functions discussed will center around the actions at the
individual air defense fire unit. The fire unit will be discussed in terms
that are independent of any specific JFAAD issue by considering those
functions common to all issues. The supporting measures of performance (MOP)
framework for each issue will then be added to provide insight to the impact
each issue has on the fire unit's actions. An approach to combining the
issues will be presented to highlight some of the concerns generated by the
interdependence of the issues. Although no specific results are presented,
the approach may assist in the development of fire unit algorithms for use in
a computer model implementation.

2. BACKGROUN

a. The JFAAD Test Program Definition[l ] presents a pattern of analysis
and an analysis plan for each of the three JFAAD test issues. The issues,
which are explained within the Test Program Definition, are stated below:

(1) How can the collective means of aircraft identification be
utilized in support of forward area air defense?

(2) How do projected command, control, communication and intelligence
(C3 1) architectures and capabilities influence forward area air defense
effectiveness?

(3) How do airspace management procedures affect the mission
accomplishment of forward area air defense systems and friendly aircraft?

Each issue's pattern of analysis, as presented in the Test Program Definition,
outlines the connectivity between the issue at the highest level and the data
requirements which support the issue at the lowest level. The first level
subordinate to the issue is the system, which provides the framework for the
analysis of the issue. For example, the identification issue is divided into
two systems: a direct identification system and an indirect identification
system. JFAAD will investigate each system to determine the best way to
resolve the identification issue. Each system is analyzed in terms of the
measures of effectiveness (MOE), which represent the highest level measure by
which each issue system will be evaluated. Subordinate to the MOE are
multiple layers of MOP representing different ways the MOE can be studied to
determine the significance of specific variables impacting on the issue
evaluation. Finally, the specific data requirements are presented which
provide the raw information feeeing the MOP and serve as the fundamental
elements of the analysis.

b. The JFAAD Modeling Requirements Paper[2] discusses the influence each
of the issues have, both independently and interdependently, on the processes
to be represented in a closed form computer model. The basic framework of the
discussion is a command and control functional model adapted for specific
forward area air defense concerns. Each area of modeling requirements
described, from a general discussion of command and control modeling to a
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detailed description of air defense engagement sequence functions, is
presented without any suggestion of the level of resolution appropriate to
support JFAAD. The paper draws upon the Test Program Definition's pattern of
analysis by discussing some of the air defense engagement sequence functions
to be modeled and listing types of data elements to be included in the
functional representations. The data elements serve both as input (control
variables) and output (measurement values) relating directly to the detailed
data requirements within each JFAAD issue.

3. ENGAGEMENT SEQUENCE

The data requirements outlined for each issue include many detailed
elements related to the fire unit's engagement sequence. The engagement
sequence is critical to each issue in that the MOE--percentage of friendly

aircraft killed and percentage of hostile aircraft killed--are directly
impacted by the fire unit's performance and other external factors (i.e..
probability of hit, probability of kill, electronic warfare, weapons system

limitations). The engagement sequence is further influenced by the multiple

MOP within each issue and complicates the JFAAD analysis. The Test Program
Definition divides the engagement sequence into eight data requirement
categories:

0 enter detection zone

o detection

enter engagement zone

o identification

0 engagement

0 kill

0 exit engagement zone

o exit detection zone

Entering and exiting the detection and engagement zones are steps of the
analysis process that are not readily discernible by most fire units, but are
necessary to control fire unit evaluations. The engagement sequence steps of
major concern to the fire unit are detection, identification, engagement, and
kill. The tracking function, or target acquisition if using maneuver

terminology, is not analyzed explicitly but incorporated into the engagement
function as will be discussed later.

4. FINITE STATE MACHINE

a. This paper utilizes an analytical construct called a finite state
machine, which is used in many computer science applications. The selection

of this approach was based on research in two documents published by The BDM
Corporation: one dealing with Automated Decision making in unit centered
models[ 3 ] and the other dealing with command control in unit centered
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simulations[4 ]. A finite state machine consists of a set of states, rules for

transition between the states under various input conditions, and output
definition for each state or transition. A finite state machine must be
thoroughly defined so that a transition between states, following clearly
defined rules, is automatic. JFAAD analyses using computer models may rely
heavily on closed form, noninteractive processes. As a result, any model or
models used by JFAAD must include clearly defined rules to control all the
processes impacting on any of the three issues. The finite state machine
meets this need and provides a useful tool for describing related JFAAD
processes. When an input is made to the finite state machine, it changes
state in accordance with a table that describes the machine. Computer models
that attempt to replicate some decision process will often use decision logic
tables in much the same way as a finite state machine to decide the next
action to take.

b. The air defense fire unit's engagement sequence is represented by a

finite state machine with three states.

o The first state, SEARCH, is an initial condition that may be

influenced by several variables. The SEARCH state encompasses those actions
performed by the fire unit while scanning for aircraft. After each scan, or
SEARCH, the fire unit will enter a new state dependent on the value of the
transition condition, DETECTION.

o DETECTION can assume two values:

00 NOT DETECTED, in which case the fire unit remains in the SEARCH

state; or

00 DETECTED, in which case the fire unit transitions to the

ENGAGEMENT DECISION state.

0 The ENGAGEMENT DECISION is the process by which a commitment is

made to attack or not to attack an aircraft.

c. The ENGAGEMENT DECISION state is the heart of the JFAAD analysis and
includes the evaluation of all factors the fire unit takes into consideration:
weapon control status, airspace management information, early warning, attack
profile, etc. These influences represent different MOP to be evaluated within
each issue. The impact of each MOP will be discussed as it is introduced
later in the paper.

d. These factors are weighed by the fire unit to influence the transition
condition, IDENTIFICATION, which can assume three values:

0 FRIEND, in which case the fire unit can "ignore" this aircraft and

return to the SEARCH state;

0 UXNKsN, in which case the fire unit remains in the ENGAGEMENT

DECISION state; or

0 HOSTILE, in which case the fire unit transitions to the ENGAGEMENT

state.
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For the JFAAD analytical evaluation using current Air Defense doctrine, the

fire unit's perception of aircraft identification is of primary importance.

Therefore the value of the IDENTIFICATION transition is based on the fire
unit's perception concerning the aircraft's identity and not necessarily the

true aircraft identity. The ENGAGEMENT DECISION state represents the time

delay associated with making the decision, whereas the results of the decision

are reflected in the transition to other states.

e. Although the fire unit "ignores" friendly aircraft and returns to the

SEARCH state, the friendly aircraft are monitored as long as they remain in

the fire unit's detection zone. This requirement will be discussed in more
detail when the Single or Multiple pass aircraft MOP is presented within the

framework of the Identification Issue (paragraph 6). Remaining in the

ENGAGEMENT DECISION state when the aircraft is UNKNOWN reflects the fire
unit's desire to continually evaluate the aircraft until a positive
identification perception, either FRIEND by identification friend or foe (IFF)
or HOSTILE b3 visual recognition or aircraft action, can be stablished. (The

impact of weapon control statuses on this process will be presented later in
paragraphs 7c(1)-(8).)

f. A HOSTILE identification value transitions the fire unit into the

ENGAGEMENT state. As explained in the Test Program Definition, ENGAGEMENT is
the process by which a fire unit acquires and tracks a HOSTILE aircraft and
launches a round at the target. The ENGAGEMENT state accounts for the delays

in tracking the aircraft and the delays while evaluating the results of an

engagement. Acquisition, or tracking, is not included as a separate state

because the JFAAD purpose is not to evaluate weapon system capabilities or
performance. As a result, the Test Program Definition and the finite state
machine concentrate on the three states already discussed (although the

addition of an ACQUISITION state might make the representation more generic
for all combat systems). The transition from the ENGAGEMENT state is KILL,

which can assume two values:

0 NOT KILLED, in which case the fire unit remains in the ENGAGEMENT

state; or

KILLED, in which case the fire unit returns to the SEARCH state.

In this context, NOT KILLED represents a miss of the target and the fire unit
remains in the ENGAGEMENT state to attempt another engagement of the same

target aircraft.

g. The discussion of the transition conditions has focused on the state
at which each transition is introduced and the way a transition causes the

change of states. The transitions are not entirely independent, and it is the

combination of transition condition values that determines a state change.
For example, the DETECTION transition will cause an immediate return to the

SEARCH state if, for any period of time, the value of the transition becomes

NOT DETECTED (i.e., the aircraft becomes masked and line of sight between the
fire unit and the aircraft is interrupted). From the ENGAGEMENT DECISION

state, the transition to the ENGAGEMENT state will occur only if the
IDENTIFICATION transition has a HOSTILE value and the DETECTION transition
maintains a DETECTED value.
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h. An air defense fire unit continually reassesses its identification

decision as it assesses its engagement results. Even after firing a round,
the fire unit may determine that the aircraft is actually friendly, or at
least be so uncertain as to declare the aircraft unknown. Thus the fire unit

will go from the ENGAGEMENT state to the SEARCH state if the KILL transition
assumes a KILLED value or the IDENTIFICATION transition assumes a FRIEND value
(or the DETECTION transition assumes a NOT DETECTED value).

i. The engagement sequence finite state machine is depicted in Figure 1.

The blocks represent the states, and the directed arrows represent the
transition conditions. Transition conditions are combined by two operators:

representing "Logical AND," and + representing "Logical OR."

d SEARCH ENAEMENT h-k

d d'

f

B

"11 ENGAGEMENT i.
DECISION

Detection --

* not detected: d Identification --

* detected: d * unknown (not identified): i
* identified friend: f

Kill -- * identified hostile: h

not killed:
* killed: k

Figure 1. Engagement Sequence Finite State Machine

5. STATE TRANSITION TABLE

A finite state machine can also be represented by a State Transition
Table, which reflects how the combinations of transition conditions cause the
machine to change states or remain in the same state. To determine the
possible combinations of transition conditions, the product of all transition
values must be developed. The DETECTION transition has two values, the
I DENTIFICATION transition has three values, and the KILL transition has two
values for a total of twelve possible combinations (2X3X2 = 12). The
eng;agement sequence State Transition Table appears at Table I with the 12
transition co:nbi nations as column headings and the three st-ites (A-SEARCH,
B-LE1(;AGF,E,Nr DFCISION, C-ENGAGEMENT) as row headings. Th- table entries show
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the output state from the input state representpei Lnle selected row given

the specified combination of transitioo >_,,Luition values. The table employs
the logical operators defi-,'< ,oove in that the logical AND operator combines
the values in (,-' column heading and the logical OR operator separates the
column h,- JLngs from each other. When in certain states, combinations do

exist that are logically exclusive. The logically exclusive combinations are
called "don't care" conditions and are represented in Table I by the dash

The State Transition Table provides a way to monitor the engagement
sequence and, in effect, serves as a decision table for a computer model
impleme ntat ion.

TABLE 1. ENGAGEMENT SEQUENCE STATE TRANSITION TABLE

IINPUT I .. - - - - -

ISTATE I dik dik dfk dfk dhk dhk dik dik dfk dfk dhk dhk
I A A A A A A A B .. .. .. .. ..

B A A A A A A B A -- C --

C A A A A A A B A -- C A

a. From the ENGAGEMENT state in Table 1, two combinations are "don't
care" conditions: DETECTED-NOT IDENTIFIED-KILLED and DETECTED-FRIEND-KILLED.
These are "don't care" conditions from the earlier explanation that only
perceived HOSTILE aircraft will be engaged. If the fire unit complies with
that requirement, no UNKNOWNS or FRIENDS can possibly be killed. Making
combinations "don't care" does not eliminate the "percentage friendly aircraft
killed" MOE because the DETECTED-HOSTILE-KILLED combination relates to
perceived HOSTILE aircraft, and unfortunately some perceived HOSTILE aircraft
may be true FRIENDS.

b. As stated earlier, the DETECTION transition will cause an immediate
return to the SEARCH state if, for any period of time, the value of the
transition becomes NOT DETECTED. This means that a NOT DETECTED value will
take precedence over the other transition conditions as reflected in Table I
where the output state from all input states is SEARCH (state A) in the first
six columns. Combinational logic techniques can be used to demonstrate that,
for all states, the first six columns of Table I can be condensed to a single
column with the heading NOT DETECTED. The reduced State Transition Table is
given at Table 2.

II
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TABLE 2. ENGAGEMENT SEQUENCE STATE TRANSITION TABLE

INPUT
STATE d dik dik dfk dfk dhk dhk

A A B ---....

B A B A C

C A B A C A

6. IDENTIFICATION ISSUE

The ENGAGEMENT sequence finite state machine provides a method of

evaluating fire unit actions within the framework of each of the three joint
test issues. To expand the finite state machine beyond the ENGAGEMENT
sequence, one must place the engagement process in the context of each issue.
Within the Identification issue, the ENGAGEMENT sequence is analyzed as a
function of the range at which each step of the sequence occurs (i.e.,
DETECTION, IDENTIFICATION, ENGAGEMENT, KILL). The range from the fire unit to

an aircraft impacts on the fire unit's action only to the extent that the fire
unit perceives if the aircraft is still in range (or projected to remain in
range) at each step of the engagement sequence, but range does not change the
fire unit's sequence of action. As a result, range does not change the finite
state machine representation. A not-in-range transition condition could be

"OR-ed" with each condition cycling into the SEARCH state, and an in-range
condition could be "AND-ed" with all other conditions. Since the addition of
range only adds a variable without changing any outputs, it will not be
included.

a. The analysis of range in the Identification issue is performed

separately for aircraft making single and multiple passes through the fire

unit's engagement zone to measure the fire unit's capability to maintain an
identity on an aircraft operating within the engagement zone as the aircraft
repeatedly becomes masked and unmasked. As the aircraft becomes masked, the
DETECTION transition assumes a value of NOT DETECTED and the fire unit
immediately returns to the SEARCH state. The possibility that an aircraft,
which unmasks, may have been detected previously by the fire unit is of
interest to JFAAD.

b. The requirement to analyze the fire unit's capability to maintain
contact with an aircraft while it is masking and uunasking within the
engagement zone introduces an additional value to the DETECTION transition:
PREVIOUSLY DETECTED, which means the fire unit perceives that a detected
aircraft is the same aircraft detected earlier but subsequently masked. The
impact of a new DETECTION value may be reflected in a shorter period of time
spent in tlhe SEARCH state because a fire unit may focus its search on the area
where the aircraft is anticipated to reappear. A PREVIOUSLY DETECTED aircraft

7



may also inFluence the fire unit's identification of the aircraft. The
IDENTIFICATION transition may take on two new values:

o PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED FRIEND, or

o PREVIOUSLY IDEN -QIED HOSTILE.

The impact of the new IDENTIFICATION values may be reflected in a shorter
period of time spent in the ENGAGEMENT DECISION state because, if the
aircraft's perceived identity was established during an earlier unmask period
(i.e., on an earlier pass) and the fire unit perceives that the aircraft is
the same one when it is redetected, the fire unit may not perform all
identification functions in reestablishing the aircraft's identity.
Similarly, if the aircraft was PREVIOUSLY DETECTED but not identified when it

masked, the fire unit may not perform all identification functions, but only
those not completed prior to losing detection of the aircraft.

c. The ENGAGEMENT sequence for single or multiple pass aircraft is given
at Figure 2. As can be seen, there is no difference in the number of

state-to-state transitions from those shown in Figure 1. The difference is
that the number of transition value combinations has increased to represent
the possible change in time spent in each state. To determine the possible

A~ C
SEARCH ENGAGEMENT (h+hm)-k

d+dm (d+dm). i

d+f+fm h+hm

S --. E GAGE MNT I  i
DECISO

* Detection --
* not detected: d Identification--

* detected ( 1
s t time): d * unknown (not identified): i

* detected on * identified friend: f

previous pass: dm * friend on previous pass: fm
* identified hostile: h

Kill -- * hostile on previous pass: hm
* not killed: k
* killed: k

Figure 2. Engagement Sequence Finite State Machine Single
or Multiple Pass Aircraft
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combinations of transition conditions, the product of all transition values is
again developed. The DETECTION transition now has three values, the
IDENTIFICATION transition has five values, and the KILL transition has two
values for a total of 30 possible combinations (3X5X2 = 30). However, as
before, the overriding NOT DETECTED condition value can be consolidated
through combinational logic to reduce the number of combinations to 21
(1+2X5X2 = 21). The combinations are detailed in Table 3, which shows the
state transition table corresponding to the finite state machine of Figure 2.

TABLE 3. ENGAGEMENT SEQUENCE STATE TRANSITION TABLE

SINGLE OR MULTIPLE PASS AIRCRAFT

I NPUTi
STATE d I di -k I dk I df-k l dfk I dhi I dhk I dfmj I dfmk I dhmT I dhmk

A A B --- --- ---

B A B --- A --- C .

C A B --- A --- C A ---

I INPUT
STATE B Idk Idmfk dmfk Idrhk Id hk Idrnf T Idrfmk Idmhk Idrhrk

A B ---. -. - . -. . -- .- -.-.-.-.. .- -. .

B B --- A --- C A --- C ---

C B --- A --- C A A -- C A

d. An examination of Table 3 reveals that a pattern of output states
emerges as the number of transition condition value combinations increases.

As was discussed, the added transition values (PREVIOUSLY DETECTED, PREVIOUSLY
IDENTIFIED FRIEND, PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED HOSTILE) impact on the ENGAGEMENT
sequ-nce through the time spent in the SEARCH and ENGAGEMENT DECISION states.
Combinational logic techniques can reduce the state transition table by
defining relationships between transition values. For example, PREVIOUSLY
DETECFED-FVI ENI)-'N )T KILLED yields corresponding output states as the
coci inati,,) of !REVI OUqL1Y DETECTED-PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED FRIEND-NOT KILLED.
This statw-,,nt can he ropresented as:

dmfk + dmfmk = S i

where Si is the output state defined by the input state i. The expression can
be reluced to

dm'(f + fm) " 
=Si

9
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Since f and fm represent the set of possible friend values that impact on the

engagement sequence, the expression can be further reduced to

dmFk = Si

where F = f + fm

and F represents the transitions due to a perceived identification of friend

without regard for the time spent in the ENGAGEMENT DECISION state. An

analysis of the components of F--f amd fm--would evaluate the time required to
identify single or multiple pass aircraft as friend.

A similar reduction process can be used to combine transitions such as

DETECTED-FRIEND-NOT KILLED, and PREVIOUSLY DETECTED-FRIEND-NOT KILLED which
can be represented as:

dfk + dmfk = Sj

where Sj is the output state defined by the input state j. The expression can
be reduced to

Dfk = Sj

where D = d + dm

and D represents the transitions due to an aircraft detection without regard
for the time spent in the SEARCH state. An analysis of the components ofdD --d and dm --would be performed to evaluate the time required to redetect

aircraft that had become masked within the engagement zone.

e. The last four columns of the top rows of Table 3 are all "don't care"
because it is logically impossible to declare an aircraft PREVIOUSLY

IDENTIFIED FRIEND or PREVIOUSLY IDENTIFIED HOSTILE without a perception of a
PREVIOUSLY DETECTED transition value. Since these combinations are logically
exclusive, output values can be inserted artificially without changing the

results. To maximize the reduction of the state transition table, artificial
values corresponding to the last four columns of the bottom rows of Table 3
are inserted into the last four columns of the top rows. The logic techniques

used earlier are applied across all detections, friendly identifications, and
hostile identifications to yield the results shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4. ENGAGEMENT SEQUFNCE STATE TRANSITION TABLE
SINGLE OR MULTIPLE PASS AIRCRAFT

INPUT
STATE -d Dik Dik DFk DFk DHk DHk

A A B . . ...-. .. .

B A B --- A --- C

C J A B --- A --- C A

D = d + dm F f + fm H = h + hm

0



f. Through the reduction of combinations Table 4 is equivalent to

Table 2, which supports the earlier statement that incorporating single and
multiple pass aircraft did not change the number of ways to transition between
states, but only changed to represent the time spent in each state. The
similarity between Tables 2 and 4 indicates that the engagement sequence
actions are independent of whether the aircraft makes one or more passes
through the fire unit's engagement zone. This fact allows a detailed
evaluation of the time dependencies developed in Table 4 without concern that

those dependencies add uncertainty by introducing additional steps in the
process. Instead, the time dependencies may cause earlier or later detections

and identifications, and the results obtained in such an analysis will assist
JFAAD in answering the single-or-multiple pass MOP.

6.1 DIRECT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM

a. The analysis of single and multiple pass aircraft through the fire

unit's engagement zone is performed differently in each of the two
identification systems. In the direct identification system, where the fire
unit must positively identify the aircraft using its organic capabilities, the
evaluation is conducted with respect to the level of early warning information
received at the fire unit, which can be defined as either cueing, alerting or

0 no information. This early warning MOP links the Identification Issue to the
second issue, command and control, and allows an evaluation of the impact of
different levels of early warning on the fire unit's capability to identify
single or multiple pass aircraft. The primary goal of early warning is to
provide the air defense fire unit with information to assist in aircraft
detection and identification. Effective early warning should allow the fire
unit to detect and identify aircraft earlier by directing the search toward a
specific area and by providing tentative identification of the aircraft.
Ineffective early warning, on the other hand, may be worse than none at all.
Untimely or erroneous early warning may direct the fire unit's search to the
wrong area to such an extent that aircraft are not detected, or the detected
aircraft are wrongly identified based on a perceived correlation.

b. To evaluate the contribution of early warning to the direct system,

new values of the DETECTION and IDENTIFICATION transitions are introduced
while other values are modified. The value of the DETECTION transition is
modified to represent detections that occur prior to the receipt of early
warning information or detections for which the fire unit does not perceive
any correlation with received early warning. A supplemental value, CORRELATED
DETECTION, is added representing those detections which occur after early
warning is received and the fire unit perceives that the detection correlates
with the early warning. An analysis of the DE'ItCTION transition values will
provide a measure of the impact of early warning on the time spent in the
SEARCH state. Higher percentages of CORRELATED DETECTIONS may indicate early
warning systems with greater timeliness and accuracy.

c. The IDENTIFIED FRIEND and IDENtIFIED HOSTILE values of the

IDENTIFICATION transition are modified to represent those identifications made
prior to the receipt of early warning, or identifications for which the fire

unit does not perceive any correlation with received early warning.
* Supplemental values, CORRELATED FRIENDLY IDENTIFICATION and CORRELATED HOSTILE

IDENTIFICATION, are added representing those identifications that occur after
receipt of early warning, and for which the fire unit perceives correlation

4116I



with the early warning. An analysis of the IDENTIFICATION transition values

will provide a measure of the impact of early warning on the time spent in the

ENGAGEMENT DECISION state. Higher perceutages of correlated identifications
may indicate early warning systems that are candidates for evaluation as

indirect identification systems, which will be discussed later.

d. As with the transition values associated with single and multiple pass

aircraft, the early warning transition values do not cause a change in the

engagement sequence in Figure 2. Similarly, the additional values can be
reduced using the logic techniques described in developing the State
Transition Table at Table 4 by adding terms to the combination functions.
The results of including new values in a reduced State Transition Table are
shown in Table 5, which includes a legend to all the transition values.

e. The state-to-state flow resulting from the values of the

IDENTIFICATION transition has been described. However, the decision process

used to determine aircraft identification has not been discussed. The process,
by which a value is assigned to the IDENTIFICATION transition, occurs in, and

is the purpose for, the ENGAGEMENT DECISION state. The fire unit is required
to use a particular means to directly identify the aircraft: visual means,

electronic means (i.e., organic IFF challenge), or both. As described in the

Test Program Definition, the requirement to use both means of identification
forces the fire unit to visually identify and electronically challenge an

aircraft prior to positively identifying those aircraft where the visual and
electronic efforts agree. The JFAAD analysis employs a building block

approach described earlier; therefore, the means of identification is

evaluated within the framework of the available early warning. In this way an

assessment can be made of the impact of the various levels of early warning on

each means of direct identification --visual, electronic, or both.

f. The means of identification will be a controlled variable established

at the initiation of a test and not subject to change at the fire unit's

discretion. Since it cannot be changed during the test, it does not change

the engagement sequence and does not require changes to the finite state
machine. For clarity the IDENTIFICATION transition values in the finite state

machine could be annotated visual, electronic, or both to indicate a

particular test, but no other change is required.
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TABLE 5. ENGAGEMENT SEQUENCE STATE TRANSITION TABLE SINGLE OR

MULTIPLE PASS AIRCRAFT IMPACT OF EARLY WARNING

INPUT
STATE d Dik Dik DF DFk DHk DHk

A A B ---..--..--....

B A B A C

C A B A C A

D d + dm + de D d + dm + de H= h + hm + he

Detection --

* not detected: d Identification --
* detected (no early warning): d * unknown (not identified): I
* detected on previous pass: dm * friend (no early warning): f
* detection correlated * friend on previous pass: fm

with early warning: de * friend (correlated with
early warning): fe

• hostile (no early warning): h

Kill-- * hostile on previous pass: hm
* not killed: k * hostile (correlated with

* killed: k early warning): he

g. Although the finite state machine does not change and no new
transition values are introduced, a detailed analysis of the ENGAGEMENT
DECISION state results must be made at this level. A premise used in defining

a test using both visual and electronic means was that no identification would
be made if the two methods did not agree. In other words, when the fire unit

is required to use both means, neither takes precedence over the other in the
event of a conflict. If only one means is required (i.e., visual) and the
fire unit chooses to use the other means as well, the required means must

serve as the basis of the decision. Doctrinal publications must be researched
to define the particular means of identification that should take precedence

under certain sets of circumstances when there are conflicts. JFAAD may also
conduct tests of fire unit operators to determine if fire units comply with
doctrinal guidance when two means of identification do not agree.

h. The doctrinal review and operational tests support the development of
a decision table that could be used in a closed-form, fire unit computer
model. The decision table could take the form shown in Table 6. Verification

of the entries and completion of the table would be required for use in a
model. Once developed, detailed analysis would be conducted to examine the
impact of the required means of identification on the time spent in the

EN;AGEMENT DECISION state, and the additional impact (if any) of a conflict
between different means of identification or between the means of
identification and early warning. The footnoted entries in Table 6 represent
those situations that require further investigation prior to finalizing the
table. Footnotes 1 and 2 could be eliminated by ignoring the early warning,

13
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which would be doctrinally correct under direct identification. Small scale
tests or surveys, however, might quantify the extent to which operators use
the early warning information. Similarly, footnote 5 could be eliminated by
ignoring the early warning, but highlighting these cases allows an in-depth
examination of the impact of early warning on the direct identification
system. The time sensitivities developed through such an analysis would

provide integral components of the algorithm incorporated in a computer
representation of the engagement sequence.

TABLE 6. DIRECT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM

IDENTIFICATION DECISION TABLE

H INPUT FIRE UNIT DECISION
EARLY VSUAL ELECTRONIC

WARNING VISUAL ELECTRONIC MEANS MEANS BOTH

None/U U U U U U
None/U U F U F *3

None/U U H U H *3
None/U F U F U *3
None/U F F F F F
None/U F H F H *4
None/U H U H U *3
None/U H F H F *4

None/U H H H H H
F U U *1 *1 U

F U F *1 F *3
F U H *1 *2 *3
F F U F *1 *3
F F F F F F
F F H F *2 *4
F H U *2 *1 *3
F H F *2 F *4

F H H *2 *2 *5

H U U *1 *1 U
H U F *1 *2 *3

H U H *1 H *3
H F U *2 *1 *3
H F F *2 *2 *5

H F H *2 H *4

H H U H *1 *3
H H F H *2 *4
H H H H H H

*1: positive early warning with unknown direct
U: Unknown *2: conflict between early warning and direct
F: Friend *3: one unknown, one positive under both

H: Hostile *4: conflicting positive under both
*5: both agree but conflict with early warning

14
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i. The next MOP level within the direct identification system delineates

the type of air defense fire unit. The type fire unit MOP allows an
evaluation of how well the various weapon systems apply the means of direct
identification and correlate early warning information. This MOP was
necessitated due to the differences in weapon system capabilities. Evaluating
each weapon system independently ensures that the effectiveness of direct
identification is not overstated or understated due to one dramatically
superior or inferior weapon system. As with the means of direct
identification, the fire unit type specifies a control implemented for the
conduct of an evaluation and does not generate the need to change the
representation of Figure 2.

j. The effectiveness of each weapon system will be directly related to

the fire unit's capabilities, and one major factor influencing the weapon
system is the category of target aircraft (i.e., fixed wing or rotary wing).
Since the aircraft category may have a significant impact on the fire unit, it
is included as a separate MOP. The aircraft category MOP allows an evaluation
of how effectively each weapon system type utilizes the means of direct
identification and responds to levels of early warning information when facing
fixed and rotary wing aircraft. Once again, the aircraft category is a
controlled variable set for the conduct of an evaluation and does not generate
the need to change the finite state machine representation of Figure 2.

k. The MOP discussed within the framework of the direct identification
system leads to the highest level question to be answered: the MOE. The
effectiveness of each weapon system against both hostile and friendly fixed
and rotary wing aircraft will be examined in detail to determine the
effectiveness of the direct identification system. The basic structure for
this analysis is the finite state machine represented in Figure 2, the state
transition table in Table 5, and the decision logic diagram in Table 6.

6.2 INDIRECT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM

a. The Identification issue also includes the indirect system, which

allows the fire unit to accept externally generated identification information
and base the engagement decision upon this information without verifying the
identification by organic (direct) means. Clearly, the indirect system is
beyond the accepted doctrine currently in effect for short range air defense
systems, but JFAAD will analyze the indirect system to determine if new
capabilities for command and control make the indirect system feasible at an

acceptable level of risk. If the fire unit is no longer required to identify
the aircraft, the engagement sequence that is followed nay vary, and the
finite state machine representation must be changed to reflect these
variations.

b. At the lowest level, the engagement sequence is the same for both
identification systems where a similar examination of the impact of single
pass versus multiple pass aircraft is conducted. Thus, the finite state
machine representation in Table 2 and and the state transition table in
Table 4 apply equally to both identification systems. Powever, at the next
level of the analysis--the impact of different degrees of early
warning--changes will appear between the two systems. The degrevs of early
warning described earlier included cucing, alerting, and no information.
JFAAD considers an additional dr-gree in the indirect system, com:.and directed,
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which is the level of early warning that directs the fire unit to engage a
specific aircraft among all the ones on which early warning is received.
Within each degree of early warning JFAAD will analyze the impact of the early
warning on the correctness of the engagement decision for both friendly and
hostile aircraft. The goal is to determine the level to which the indirect
system can be relied upon to make the correct aircraft identification at the

fire unit. Unfortunately, even when the indirect system is in effect, there
will be times when no information is received, and the fire unit must react
and make the engagement decision independently. For those instances when no
early warning information is received and the indirect system is being
evaluated, the fire unit will be required to identify aircraft using visual,
electronic, or both means of organic capability. As defined within the direct
system, these methods will be controlled variables est; 1lishod prior to the
initiation of a test, and the fire unit will not be able to change the control

during the test. The control will not change the engagement sequence
processes represented in the finite state machine. Thus, Figures 2 and Table 6
represent the engagement sequence for a fire unit in the indirect
identification system for those cases where no early warning information is
received at the fire unit.

c. In the indirect identification system, the most critical transition
value is CORRELATED DETECTION. Once the fire unit perceives that the detected

aircraft is the same one on which early warning was received, the perceivel
identification is automatically equivalent to the tentative identification
passed in the early warning. The time spent in the ENGAGEMENT DECISION state
will reflect the time required to correlate the detection with the received
early warning, and the evaluation provides an in-depth study of both the
capability to pass accurate early warning and the capability of the fire unit
to correlate detection, with early warning. The fire unit's problem will be
complicated when more than one aircraft is within the detection range and/or

early warning has been received on more than one aircraft and/or no
identification information is included in the early warning.

d. A major difference between the identification systems is that in the

indirect system the fire unit does not continually reassess the engagement
decision because the decision is based on information received through the
command and control network. The finite state machine must reflect the fact
that the fire unit will not change its decision once it perceives correlation
between the early warning and the detected aircraft. The adjusted finite
state machine is shown in Figure 3, where the difference between the
identification systems is indicated by the omission of the transition from the
ENGAGEMENT state back to the ENGAGEMENT DECISION state.
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SEARCH -ENGAGEMENT 1 (h+hm+he) - k

d+dm+de

d+f+fm+fe 
h+hm+he

B
ENCAGEL4ENT I
DECISION

Detection -- Identification --

* not detected: d * unknown (not identified): I
* detected (no early warning): d * friend (no early warning): f
* detected on previous pass: dm * friend on previous pass: fm
* detection correlated * friend (correlated with
* with early warning: del early warning): fe

* hostile (no early warning): h

Kill -- * hostile on previous pass: hm
* not killed: k * hostile (correlated with
* killed: k early warning): h e

Figure 3. Engagement Sequence Finite State Machine
Indirect Identification System

e. The indirect identification state transition table appears at Table 7
and indicates that, once the fire unit enters the ENGAGEMENT state, the
e nagement process continues until detection is lost or the aircraft is
killed. As in the direct system, HOSTILE IDENTIFICATION is "perceived
hostile" rather than actual hostile; so erroneous engagements of actual
friendly aircraft may still occur. Perceived hostile identifications under
the indirect system provide a measure of the early warning nccuracy and its
impact (i.e. , the impact of indirect identification) on the ,FAAD MlE.

TABLE 7. ENGAGEMENT SEQUENCE STATE TRANSITIO)N TABLE
INDIRECT t )ENTIFICATION SYSTEM

I Ni uT- k
SrArE d iDik i-k rFk .Fk Dk Tifik

A A B- ---.- -... .-
I I

B A B A -- C -

C A --- C A

ere: D dd ±+ d V E + fn+ fe Il = 11 + hm + he !

jse i,~ ' i'o)d i it icl 1used]
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f. Table 8 shows the fire unit's decision table for the indirect system.

The table indicates that the fire unit relies strictly on the early warning
information received if aircraft itlntification is included in the early

warning. If no identification or unknown identification is received, the fire
unit must rely on its organic visual or electronic means. When that occurs,
the sa;me doctrinal or procedural issues discussed in developing the table for
direct identification apply. The target assignment instruction reflected in
the conmand directed information category is represented in Table 8 as an
extension of the HOSTILE IDENTIFICATION.

TABLE 8. INDIRECT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM

IDENTIFICATION DECISION TABLE

INPUT FIRE UNIT DECISION
EARLY VISUAL ELECTRONIC

WA RN ING VISUAL ELECTRONIC MEANS MEANS BOTH

None/U U U U U U

None/U U F U F *1

None/U U H U H *1

None/U F U F U *1

None/U F F F F F
None/U F H F H *2

None/U H U H U *1

None/U H F H F *2

None/U H H H H H

INDIRECT
DECISION

F F
H H
HC H

U: Unknown *1: one unknown, one positive under both
F: Friend *2: conflicting positive under both
H: Hostile

HC: Command Directed

g. The next MOP level within the indirect system specifies the type of

air defense fire unit. As in the direct system, the type fire unit MOP allows
an evaluation of how well the various forward area weapon systems correlate
the early warning information. This MOP will be used to determine which fire

unit types can best utilize indirect identification and may form the basis for
analysis of a third identification system, where some fire units operate under

the indirect system, while others are restricted to using the direct system.

The fire unit type MOP specifies a control implemented for the conduct of an
evaluation and does not generate the need to change the representation of

Figure 3.
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h. The remaining analysis levels in the indirect system are the aircraft
category MOP and the MOE. As discussed in the direct system, these levels
provide controls on tile evaluation without changing tile engagement sequence.
The structure for the indirect system analysis is the finite state machine in
Figure 3, the state transition table in Table 7, and the decision logic
diagram in Table 8. The similarity between the evaluation of the direct and
indirect systems ensures that differences in the effectiveness of the two
systems can be easily highlighted because a direct comparison can be made at
almost every MOP level. This analytical approach will be utilized in each of
the other issues as well.

7. COMMAND AND CONTROL ISSUE

a. The engagement sequence is also instrumental to the analysis of the
command and control issue because the resolution of the issue is determined in
terms of the two MOE introduced earlier: the percent of friendly aircraft
killed and the percent of hostile aircraft killed. The command and control
issue is evaluated by comparing three systems, which are fully described in
the Test Program Definition. The three systems relate to the projected SHORAD
command and control system to be fielded by 1986, thu follow-on system
resulting from completion of the Army's Air Defense Command and Control
project, and further enhancements (to be identified) of interest to JFAAD.
The analytical structure represented through several MO1 levels is the same
for each of the three command and control systems. However, the MOP framework
is complicated because some MOP relate directly to the fire unit's engagemnent
sequence, while others relate indirectly in meisuring the capability of the
supporting communication system to get information to the fire unit. For the
purpose of this paper, the communication MOP are peripheral to the discussion

and will not be included. Instead, only those actions taken by the fire unit
once the information is available are presented. The communication MOP allow
an evaluation of the timeliness, accuracy and completeness of the information
to identify information bottlenecks across any communication linkage.

b. The basic engagement sequence, shown in Figure 1, is indepondent of
any issue. To concentrate on the command and control issue and maintain
independence from the identification issue, the engag[ement sequence will be
redeveloped without using the extensions added for the two identification
systems. The finite state machine shown in Figure 4 is an exict copy of
Figure 1.
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A I d+k I C k
d SEARCH ENGAGEMENT h

d d-ik

d+f h

B

E NGAG FMEFNT1
DECISION

Detection --

* not detected: d Identification--

* detected: d * unknown (not identified): i
* identified friend: f

Kill-- * identified hostile: h

* not killed: k
* killed: k

Figure 4. Engagement Sequence Finite State Machine

c. The first MOP applied to the engagement sequence within the command

and control issue examines the impact of the fire unit's weapon control

status. There are currently three weapon control statuses, and JFAAD has

added a fourth as an extension of present doctrine on which to base this MOP.

The three doctrinal weapon control statuses are: Weapons Hold, which permits

the fire unit to engage only in self defense or when the asset to which the

fire unit is attached is under attack; Weapons Tight, which permits the fire

unit to engage only those aircraft positively identified as HOSTILE; and

Weapons Free, which permits the fire unit to engage those aircraft that are

not positively identified as FRIEND. The fourth breakout added by JFAAD is

Command Directed which, as described under the indirect identification system,

permits the fire unit to engage by identifying a specific aircraft via the

command and control system. It is added at this level in the command and

control issue because whenever Command Directed information is available, it

could override any other weapon control status for the specified aircraft.

(1) Adding the weapon control status to the engagement sequence
finite state machine introduces a complication not encountered with any MOP

discussed in the identification issue. Each weapon control status affects the

ENGAGEMENT DECISION state differently, and therefore each one causes a

different transition from the ENGAGEMENT DECISION state.

(2) The second weapon control status that was defined above, Weapons

Tight, is the normal control measure placed on forward area air defense units.

It allows the fire unit to engage those aircraft perceived as HOSTILE without

requiring the fire unit to distinguish between an attacking aircraft and one

trans'ting the detection zone. This was the weapon control status implicit in
the discussion of the identification issue and, as a result, Figure 4
represents the engagement sequence for a fire unit under Weapons Tight.
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(3) The most restrictive weapon control status is Weapons Hold. In
the finite state machine, the requirement to determine that an aircraft is not
only hostile but also attacking adds a new value to the IDENTIFICATION
transition: ATTACKING HOSTILE. Aircraft perceived as HOSTILE but not
attacking will be monitored without being engaged until detection is lost or
the aircraft initiates an attack. The analysis of this weapon control status
will be very valuable because it will indicate the capability of forward area
air defense fire units to detect an attack maneuver. Modern aircraft, with
sophisticated ordnance, use delivery techniques that may not be discernible to
large numbers of fire units. By evaluating the perception of ATTACKING

HOSTILE aircraft, JFAAD will determine if this weapon control status is still
an effective means of controlling SHORAD assets. The Finite State Machine for
Weapons Hold is given in Figure 5.

Ad+k C
d SEARCH ENGAGEMENTI ha-k

d d'i'k

-d+f ha

E NGAG E MEN T jT+h
DECISION

Detection --

* not detected: d Identification--
* detected: d * unknown (not identified): i

* identified friend: f

Kill -- * identified hostile: h
* not killed: k * hostile and attacking: ha
* killed: k

Figure 5. Engagement Sequence Finite State Machine Weapons Hold

(4) In contrast to Weapons Hold, Weapons Free is the least
restrictive weapon conLrol status. Wlen the fire unit may engage aircraft not
positively identified as FRIEND (i.e., UJNKNOWN aircraft), the fire uuit may
spend very little time in the ENGAGEMENT DECISION state thereby erroneously
eugaging more actual friendly aircraft. Conversely, less time in the
EN ,AGEMENT DECISION state may mean that the fire unit initiates engagements
earlier, increasing (or decreasing?) the likelihood of successfully
cornpleting cn;agements resulting in more (or fewer) HOSTILE aircraft kills.
The evaluation of this MOP will allow JFAAD to analyze the impact of Weapons
Free on both MOE. The fiTtite t ite machine for Wepons Free is given in
Figure 6.
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A d+ f+ k C_
SEARCH ENGAGEMIENT (i+h) k

d

d+f i+h

B

DEC[SION

Detection --
* not detected: d Identification --

* detected: d * unknown (not identified): i
* identified friend: f

Kill -- * identified hostile: h
* not killed: k
* killed: k

Figure 6. Fngdee:t Sequonce Finite State Machine Weapons Free

e. Developing the finite -tate machine for Command Directed engagements
is more complicated. Fire units cannot be under Command Directed control

without receiving early warning, and early warning is not introduced at this
MOP level. As a result, there can be no Command Directed engagements without
a detection that is correlated with the received early warning. For
consistency in comparing the engagement sequence at the weapon control status
MOP level, the same DETECT[ON values used in Figures 4 through 6 will be used
to represent the Command Directed process. This simplification will be
removed when the early warning MOP is introduced. The Command Directed finite

state machine appears at Figure 7, which builds the Command Directed decision
process around Weapons Tight in Figure 4.
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Ad+k C
d SEARCH ENGAGEMENT (h+hC ) .k

d d- ikl

7+f h+hc

ENGAGEMENT i

DECISION

Detection --

* not detected: d Identification--

I * detected: d * unknown (not identified): i
* identified friend: f

Kill -- * identified hostile: h
* not killed: k * hostile, command directed
* killed: - k engagement: hC

Figure 7. Engagement Sequence Finite State Machine Weapons
Tight with Command Direct

(5) The state transition tables for each weapon control status
summarize the differences discussed in developing each value independently.
All four state transition tables appear in Table 9, and for comparison
purposes, the ATTACKING HOSTILE value developed under Weapons Hold and the

COMMAND DIRECTED HOSTILE value developed under Command Directed control are
included in all state transition tables. The ATTACKING HOSTILE value is shown
to lead to engagements under all weapon control statuses reflecting the
doctrinal statement that the right to self defense is never denied. The

Command Directed transitions are subject to the same simplifying ssumption
made earlier: the detections are correlated with early warning about the
aircraft. As in Figure 7, Command Directed transitions overlay the Weapons
Tight decision process.

(6) Table 9 shows that in the ENGAGEMENT DECISION state, DETECTEI)-
HOSTILE-NOT KILLED keeps the fire unit in that state. However, the same
combination also appears in the ENGAGEMENT state and returns the fire unit to
the E,'GAGEMENT state. Under Weapons Hold, the fire unit only enters the

EXGAGEENT state if the aircraft is perceived as ATTACKING HOSTILE, but once
* in the state the engagement process continues as long as the aircraft is

detected even if the aircraft is no longer attacking. This situation
corresponds to the unfortunate role in which forward area air defense units
often find themselves: serving as revenge weapons, where an attacking
aircraft is unsuccessfully engaged and the engagement continues in an attempt
to prevent the aircraft from returning for another attack.
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TABLE 9. ENGAGEMENT SEQUENCE STATE TRANSITION TABLE
WEAPON CONTROL STATUS IMPACT

WEAPONS HOLD

ISTATI d I di'k I dik I dfk dfk I dhk I dhk I dhaTk dhak[ dh(-,k dhCk

A A B --- ..-- .---.---. .. ..-.

B A B --- A --- B --- C

C A B A --- C A C A

WEAPONS TIGHT
;STATE dik I dik dfk dfk I dh' k dhk I dhakI dhak I dhk dhrk

A A B ..

B A B A C C

C A B --- A --- C A C A ---

I WEAPONS FREE
INPUTI

ISTATEI d I dik I dik I dfk I dfk I dlk I dhk I dhT I dhak I dhe- I dhck
IA A B .. . .. . .. . . . .

B IA A C --- A C --- C

C A C A A --- C A C A

COMMAND DIRECT
INPUT I - - -

STATE d Idik Idk df Idfk I dh I dhk dh I, dhak I dh Idhk

A A B --- ---

B A B A --- C C -- C

C A B --- A --- C A C A C A

(7) The weapon control status is, at least implicitly, the basis on
which the fire unit makes an engagement decision. Commanders at all echelons

can limit air defense fires most easily through the imposition of more

restrictive weapon control statuses. The fire unit's engagement decision is

based on the identification decision described earlier. The weapon control

status definitions translate into the engagement decisions reflected in Table

10.
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Table 10 points out two problems that must be resolved for the air defense
fire unit. The first problem is reflected by the question marks under command
directed engagements. The solution to this problem is suggested by the
earlier discussion of command directed: when no command directed information
is received, the fire unit responds in accordance with the underlying
doctrinal weapon control status. The second problem is reflected by the
multiple engagement possibilities under Weapons Tight and Weapons Free. High
altitude air defense systems, and some new SHORAD systems, use automated
target evaluation and weapon assignment procedures to accomplish threat
ordering. For manual systems it is not as clear how the fire unit prioritizes
engagements when multiple simultaneous opportunities are present. Doctrinal
manuals must be researched to identify the correct prioritization scheme, and
gunners must be interviewed to determine the level to which doctrinal
techniques are applied by fire units.

TABLE 10. FIRE UNIT ENGAGEMENT DECISION

FIRE UNIT [ WEAPONS WEAPONS WEAPONS COMMAND

IDENTIFICATION HOLD TIGHT FREE DIRECTED

U E E E ?

F E E E

11 E E E ?

HA  E E E ?

HC E

E: Do Not Engage E: Engage

(8) The impact of each weapon control status is analyzed with respect
to the amount of early warning information received at the fire unit. This
MOP identifies three levels of early warning for evaluation: cueing,
alerting, and no information. The early warning MOP was also included in the
identification issue and is the principle link between the two issues. The
evaluation of early warning in the identification issue concentrates on
determining the impact of early warning on the fire unit's identification
decision. Because of the dependence of the identification decision on early
warning rather than the direct dependence of the engagement decision on early
warning, no attempt is made to expand Table 10 at this point to include early
warning. Early warning considerations will be included later (paragraph 9)
when linking all three issues. In the command and control issue, the analysis
of this MOP provides a more in-depth look at the accuracy of the early warning
in terms of the actual location of the aircraft relative to the location
passed in the early warning. Additional timeliness and accuracy measures
relate to whether information is received in time to assist the fire unit and
whether the information received is correct.
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d. To evaluate the contribution of early warning, the early warning

transition values introduced in the identification issue are used: CORRELATED

DETECTION, CORRELATED FRIENDLY IDENTIFICATION, and CORRELATED HOSTILE

IDENTIFICATION. As explained before, these represent "perceived correlations"

by the fire unit and not actual correlations. The analysis of the differences
between perceived and actual correlations provides a measure of the
timeliness, accuracy and completeness of the early warning.

(1) Other transition values (DETECTED, IDENTIFIED FRIEND, and

IDENTIFIED HOSTILE) are modified as in the identification issue to represent

those functions completed prior to the receipt of early warning or the
functions for which the fire unit had information but did not perceive any

correlation with detected aircraft. The early warning transition values are
reflected in Figure 8 for the fire unit under Weapons Hold. As in the

identification issue, the number of state-to-state transitions does not change

when the early warning MOP is added. The difference is that the number of

combinations of transition values has increased to represent the possible

changes in the time spent in each state as a result of the early warning

information's impact on the fire unit. Clearly, similar results could be

observed in the finite state machines corresponding to the other weapon

control statuses, which will not be presented here in the interest of

b revi ty.

A ~ d+f+k
SEARCH ENGAGEMENT (hrha) 'k

d+de (d+de)'1'k

d+f+ f e d+ ha

ENGAGEMENTI i+h+he
DECISION

Detection -- Identification --

* not detected: d * unknown (not identified): i

* detected (no early warning): d * friend (no early warning): f

* detection correlated with * friend correlated with

early warning: de early warning: fe
* hostile (no early warning): h

Kill -- * hostile correlated with
* not killed: k early warning: heI
* killed: k * hostile attacking: ha

Figure 8. Engagement Sequence Finite State Machine
Weapons Hold With Early Warning
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(2) It was shown earlier that the basic form of the state transition
table remained unchanged due to the introduction of combinational logic and
substitute values for DETECTION, FRIENDLY IDENTIFICATION, and HOSTILE
IDENTIFICATION. It is of interest to determine if the same reduction
techniques can be applied in this issue and extended to include ATTACKING
HOSTILE and COMMAND DIRECTED HOSTILE.

(3) The total number of transition combinations must be developed to
analyze the ability to apply the reduction techniques. Within the command and
control engagement sequence, the DETECTION transition has three values, the

IDENTIFICATION transition has seven values, and the KILL transition has two
values. One value of the DETECTION transition, NOT DETECTED, is an overriding
value as indicated in Table 9. As a result there are 29 transition

combinations (1+2X7X2 = 29). The combinations are detailed in Table II, which
corresponds to the Weapons Hold weapon control status with early warning for
the finite state machine at Figure 8. The state transition table includes the

COMMAND DIRECTED HOSTILE value (see Table 9) to allow comparison with the
other weapon control statuses although this IDENTIFICATION transiti-n value is

a "don't care" condition under Weapons Hold.

(4) Table 11 shows the "don't care" conditions resulting from
logically exclusive combinations (i.e., DETECTED-CORRELATED FRIEND-NOT

KILLED). For both CORRELATED FRIEND and CORRELATED HOSTILE, there must first
be a CORRELATED DETECTION. A similar statement was made when introducing

COMMAND DIRECTED HOSTILE: the detections must be correlated before the fire
unit can comply with command directed control. The Command Directed process
was simplified in the earlier discussion by assuming correlated detections.

This simplification can be removed by overlaying Command Directed control on
the Weapons Hold weapon control status as indicated in Figure 12. The
differences between Tables 11 and 12 are the additional transitions to the

ENGAGEMENT state when Command Directed engagement orders are correlated with
detections. The DETECTION-COMMAND DIRECTED HOSTILE-NOT KILLED combination
remains logically exclusive since the fire unit cannot correlate a detection
with the early warning to know which hostile aircraft it is directed to
engage.

TABLE 11. ENGAGEMENT SEQUENCE STATE TRANSITION TABLE
WEAPONS HOLD WITH EARLY WARNING

INPUT
STATE 7 kdk Idl dfk Idfk ldfe !dfek dh k Idhk Idhe !dhek Idhk[dhak dhckIdhck

A A B ------------------

B A B --- A --- --- --- B ... .. ... C

C A B --- A --- --- --- C A --- --- C A

IINPUTI _
JSTArE deikldeikidefkTdefkidefepkIdfekdhlidohkldohk'ldhkldeh7k!dhik d e hdrktd hkl

A B --- A- --- A --- --- B-- --- C -- --

B B A --- A --- B --- B -- C ---

C B --- A --- A --- C A C A C A ---
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(5) The pattern of output states in Table 12 is similar to the
pattern observed in the identification issue state transition tables, with one

exception. The exception in the Weapons Hold table (Table 12) is that the

ENGAGEMENT DECISION state (State B) does not have the same output for HOSTILE

aircraft as for ATTACKING HOSTILE aircraft. HOSTILE IDENTIFICATIONs follow
the same pattern as CORRELATED HOSTILE IDENTIFICATIONs, and ATTACKING HOSTILE

aircraft follow the same pattern as COMMVND DIRECTED HOSTILE aircraft. By
artificially inserting output values from the CORRELATED DETECTION
combinations into the logically exclusive Detection combinations, the pattern
between DETECTIONS and CORRELATED DETECTIONS is equivalent without changing

the actual output of the finite state machine. The reduction techniques are

applied across the DETECTION and IDENTIFICATION values for each weapon control
status using Table 9 as the basic breakout and the detailed discussion of

Weapons Hold in Table 12 as extended to Weapons Tight and Weapons Free. Since

the Command Directed control technique has been explained within the Weapons
Hold discussion, it is incorporated into each weapon control status and not
presented separately. This is consistent with the description of Command

Directed, which stated that it is a control measure applied to specific

aircraft while the fire unit still operates under a standard weapon control
status for other engagements. The reduced state transition table for each

weapon control status is provided in Table 13.

TABLE 12. ENGAGEM4ENT SEQUENCE STATE TRANSITION TABLE WEAPONS HOLD WITH

EARLY WARNING AND COMMAND DIRECTED CONTROL

INPUT i
STATE d fdik jdk Idfk Idfk Idfe [dfek Idhk tdhk ldhe Idhek IdhsTkdhskjdhckjdhrk1
A A B --- -A- .. ... .. B .. . ..

B B A B ---- - C------C

C A B A ---. . ... C A - - C A

INPUTI
SSTATEldeikldTk ld,.f-kldfklde.fel d f k l d e h k Id ~h k l d h ,. l dhkldh k dh~kldhr.T dhrkI

A B--------------- -- ----- -

B B A --- A --- B B C --- C ---I I
C I B A A --- C A C A C A C A
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TABLE 13. ENGAGEMENT SEQUENCE STATE TRANSITION TABLE

WEAPON CONTROL STATUSES WITH EARLY WARNING

WEAPONS HOLD

I NP UT

STATE d Di Dik DFk DFk DH 1 k DH 1 k DHk DHpk

A A B ---.---.--. ....

B A B --- A --- B --- C --

C A B --- A --- C A C A

WEAPONS TIGHT

INPUTI

STATEI d Dik Dik DFk DFk DHk DHBk DHqk DHqk

A A B ---. ... ... .

B A B A --- C C --

C A B --- A --- C A C A

WEAPONS FREE

INPUT6

STATE d Dik Dik DFk DFk DHIT DHlk DHk DH k

A A B ---.---. .. .....

B A C --- A -- C C --

C A C A A --- C A C A

were D d + de F = f + fe H1 = h + he H2 = ha + hC

e. The next MOP level within the command and control issue examines the

contribution of each air defense fire unit type. The type fire unit MOP

allows an evaluation of how well the various forward area weapon systems

receive and utilize the information passed over the command and control

system. Evaluating each weapon system independently ensures that the

effectiveness of a specific command and control system being evaluated is not

overstated or understated due to one dramatically superior or inferior weapon

system. As in the identification issue, the type fire unit specifies a

control implemented for the conduct of an evaluation and does not generate the

requirement to change the engagement sequence representation.

f. The effectiveness of each weapon system type within a particular

cu:imand and control system may be influenced by the category of target

aircraft (i.e., fixed wing or rotary wing). The aircraft category is the next

higher level MOP to allow an analysis of the capability of the command and

control system to monitor and relay information concerning both fixed wing and

rotary wing aircraft. The aircraft category is a control implemented for the

conduct of an evaluation, and as a result it does not generate the requirement

to change the engagement sequence representation already developed.
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g. The MOP presented within the command and control issue support the
analysis of the JFAAD MOE. Within each of the three command and control
systems, the analysis structure allows a detailed examination of the syste 's
effectiveness against friendly or hostile aircraft, both fixed wing and rotary
wing. Additionally, this effectiveness can be addressed in terms of the
contribution of each fire unit and the capability of each fire unit type to

correlate varying degrees of early warning while complying with different
weapon control statuses. From the fire unit's perspective, all the elements
of this analysis can be addressed from the engagement sequence representation
depicted in the state transition table of Table 13.

8. AIRSPACE MANAGEMENT ISSUE

a. The airspace management issue is divided into three airspace
management systems that utilize the same analytical structure. The first

system provides an evaluation of the current European airspace management
system, while the second system addresses the current Southwest Asia airspace
management system. The third system will be defined by JFAAD after the
analysis of the first two systems in an attempt to identify an excursion
system that optimizes the performance of the current systems.

b. Airspace management is a very complex process for which there has been

little service testing in recent years, although new initiatives are aimed at
overcoming some of the commonly observed airspace management problems.

Airspace management is an area where the JFAAD analysis will potentially
provide a great impact. The issue is divided into an analysis of how the
airspace management system impacts the forward area air defense weapon
systems' effectiveness and how the airspace management system impacts
supporting friendly aircraft effectiveness. For the purpose of this paper,
only the impact of the airspace management system on the fire unit's
effectiveness will be addressed.

c. The analytical structure of the airspace management issue introducus

only one new MOP to the fire unit's engagement sequence. The basic airspace
management measures that comprise the airspace management system are
delineated so the impact of each measure on the system's performance can be
measured. The minimum airspace management measures identified as components
of this MOP level are: Zones, such as free fire zones, restricted fire zones;
altitudes, such as sanctuary levels, coordinating altitudes; routes, such as
low level transit routes, safe passage corridors; and no airspace management
measures in effect. Other airspace management measures could be introduced
for an analysis at this level to provide a basis of comparison between the

specific measure and the instances when no airspace management measure is in
effect. There are actually two divisions of the no measure in effect
category. In one circumstance, there may be no airspace management measure
overlapping any of the detection zone of the fire unit being evaluated. In
the other circumstance there may be an airspace management measure overlapping
some portion of the fire unit's detection zone, but the detected aircraft is
not perceived to be operating in that portion of the detection zone. This is
a subtle difference that may generate significantly different results.
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d. The airspace management measure is analyzed as the lowest level MOP
above the generalized engagement sequence. It is not anticipated that the
airspace management measure will impact on the fire unit's capability to
detect aircraft, and therefore this MOP will not affect the SEARCH state of
the fire unit. The major impact will be in the ENGAGEMENT DECISION state
where the fire unit will assess whether the aircraft is complying with the
airspace management measure in effect and perhaps use that assessment as a
factor in identifying the aircraft. Current SHORAD doctrine does not specify
the conditions under which airspace management compliance or noncompliance
should impact on the identification and engagement decisions. This is one of
the major problems with current airspace management policies that will be
addressed by JFAAD. Although the actual transitions from the ENGAGEMENT
DECISION state cannot be specified, the impact can be highlighted in a fire
unit decision table. As with the tables developed in the other issues, the
airspace management decision table can point out those unresolved areas that
require a detailed doctrinal search combined with tests of operational
personnel before being incorporated into a JFAAD computer model. The table

could then be used by the model to assess the impact of those decisions on the
overall system effectiveness. The impact of the airspace management
compliance on the fire unit's identification decision is presented at Table
14. The fire unit's perception that an aircraft is not influenced by any
airspace management measure due to no measure in effect or no measure in
effect in the same portion of the detection zone is indicated by "A", which is
read NO'. APPLICABLE. The NOT APPLICABLE condition could be divided to allow
the analysis of the subtle differences described earlier. For example, AZ
could indicate that no measure is in effect anywhere in the fire unit's
detection zone, and AR could indicate that no measure is in effect in the
region of the detection zone where the aircraft is operating. The two
conditions will be combined here twhere A = AZ + ARI, but the separation may
be considered in future delineations of JFAAD analytical requirements.
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TABLE 14. AIRSPACE MANAGEMENT IMPACT ON IDENTIFICATION DECISION

ASM COMPLIANCE AAA A AAAATA AAA A AATA AA A XA A A A A

EARLY WARNING U UU U UUUUU F F F F FF F FF H H H H HH H

VISUAL U UU FF FH H HU UU FF FH H HU UUF FF HH H

ELECTRONIC U F HU F HU F HU FH UF HU F HU F HU F HU FEH

ID DE.CISION U~ F*********** H

ASI COMPLIANCE U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U

EARLY WARNING U U U U U U U U U F F F F F F F F F H H H H H H H H H

VISUAL U U U F F F H H H U U U F F F H H H U U U F F F H H Hf

ELECTRONIC UF H UF H UFHUF H U FH UF HU FItU FH U FH

ID DECISION U ************F ************H

ASM COMPLIANCE YY Y Y YY Y yY YY YyY YY Y YY Y Y Y YY Y Y

EARLY WARNING U U UU UU UU U FF FFF FF FFH HH HItH H HH

VISUAL U UU F FFItH HU UU FF F HH HU UUF FF H HH

ELECTRONIC U FH UF ItU FHU F H UF HU FH UF HU FH U FH

ID DECISION ?

A.%lCOMPLIANCE N NNN N NNN NN N NN N NNNNN N NN N NNN

EARLY WARNING U U U UUU UUU F FF FF F FF F H HHH H HHH H

VISUAL U U U F F F H H H U U U F F F H H H U U U F F F H H H

ELECTRONIC U F HU F ItU F HU F HU F HU F HU FHItU F HU FEH

ID DECISION ? H
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e. When the fire unit perceives that an airspace management measure is in
effect, there are still three perceptions that can be made concerning the
aircraft's compliance: U, or Unknown; Y, or yes for Compliance; and N, or no
for Noncompliance. The asterisks in the Fire Unit Decision row of Table 14
indicate situations that may be largely resolved through analysis of Table 5
and Table 8 in the identification issue. The question marks are the most
obvious areas where the airspace management perception may generate an
inconsistency in the identification results. All of these entries must be
completely resolved to assure doctrinal validity, or at least acceptability,
prior to incorporating the airspace management decision process into a JFAAD
cotaputer model. Until the entries are clearly defined, the state-to-state

transitions in the engagement sequence cannot be completed.

f. The additional MOP in this issue involve the evaluation of the
effectiveness of each type fire unit, the impact of the airspace management
measures on the fire unit's interactions with each category of aircraft, and
finally the ultimate analysis of the MOE. As discussed in both previous

issues, the type fire unit and aircraft category impose controls on specific
evaluations and do not change the fire unit engagement sequence. As a result,
no additional discussion of the engagement sequence is required to complete
the analysis of the impact of airspace management on the forward area air
defense weapon systems.

9. COMBINING THE ISSUES

Each of the three issues has been addressed separately to the extent
possible. Within each discussion the impact of the issue on the engagement
sequence was developed. The interrelationship of the issues through the
identification decision suggests that the individual representations of the

engagement sequence can be combined to provide a perspective on the required
analysis.

a. Combining the first two issues is based on the highest level state

transition tables developed in those issues, Table 6 (direct identification
system) and Figure 13 (weapon control statuses with Command Directed control).
The entries in Table 6 correspond to the Weapons Tight entries in Figure 13,
although there are additional variables accounted for in the identification
issue. The additional terms relate to multiple pass aircraft, which was not
included in the command and control issue. The similarity between the two
figures suggests that adding the multiple pass transition valuIiies to the
cu.::mand and control issue does not change the resulting engagementi s, lience.
Com:bi ational logic techniques can be used to prove the va lidity of this

ar't oi.-tion, and the results of combining direct identification with the
co'w:nd and control issue are shown in Table 15. The indirect identification
system (Table 7) reflects the differences between the two identification
systems in the transitions from the ENGACGEMIQNT state (State C). Therefore it
is a simple matter to comline the command and control re-presentation with the
ijdirect system yielding Table 16.
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TABI, H 15. ENGAGE I;MENT SFEQUL ENCH STATE TRA.NSITIEON TABLE
COMNIAND I) AND CoNTiOL, WITHl DIRI KCT' I DR NT 'Ili-IC AT I iN

I~ ~ NPI'N LOLD

ST"A P d Di k Dik D~k D F k- Di Ik __DfH k DH-)k DII-k
A A B- -

B A B A--BACB--

C A B -- A C A C A

WEAPONS TIGHT
INT UTj
STATEI d Dik Dik DFk DFk DHjk Dillk DH~k DH,)k

B IA B A C- c -- C

C A B -- A -- C A C A

WEAPONS FREE
INPUT I

STATE d Dik Dik D~k D~k DH1K _DIl~k DH-bk DH~k
A A B----- -

B A C -- A C- cC

C A C A A -- C A C A

where D d + de + dm F = f + fe+ fm HI =hl + he + h, H2 =ha + hC
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TABLE 16. ENGAGEMENT SEQUENCE STATE TRANSITION TABLE

COMMAND AND CONTROL WITH INDIRECT IDENTIFICATION

WEAPONS HOLD

INPUT 1
STATE d Dik Dik DFk DFk DHIk Dl I k DHk DH2 k

A A B ---.- .. ....

B A B --- A B C

C A C A C A

WEAPONS TIGHT
INPUT -

STATEI d Dik Dik DFk DFk DHIk DH k DH9k DJlgk

A A B ---.- --.. .. . .. .

B A B --- A --- C --- C

C A ---.--..--. C A C A
6I

WEAPONS FREE

INTUTJ
STATEJ d Dik Dik DFk DFk DHIk DH k Dtt)k Dtlgk

A A B ---.---. .. .....

B A C --- A --- C C ---

C A C A --- C A C A

where D= d + de + dm F = f + fe + fm HI = h + he + hm  H2 = ha + hC

b. Combination of the first two issues with the airspace management issue
illustrates the complexity of the JFAAD problem. Table 10 showed the fire
unit's decision process given different weapon control statuses. Table 14
added perception of airspace management compliance to the development of the
identification decision presented in Tables 5 and 8. Combining all four
tables generates four additional tables that reflect the identification and
engagement decisions under each of the means of identification:

o direct visual (Table 17)

0 direct electronic (Table 18)

o direct visual and electronic (Table 19)

o and indirect (Table 20)
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The unanswered entries in the tables, reflecting areas that must be resolved

prior to implementing a closed form resolution of the JFAAD MOE, are broken
into many different categories representing different decision conflicts. The
categories are summarized in Table 21, which also identifies the broad
question that arises in each decision conflict. The conflicts must be studied
to define the approach to any JFAAD analysis and to focus research leading to
resolution of the MOE.

10. SUMMARY

a. This paper has developed and presented a fire unit engagement sequence
for each of the three JFAAD issues. Unresolved questions, requiring thorough
doctrinal review, tests and/or surveys of operational personnel, are indicated
in Tables 17 through 21. To the extent possible (pending the resolution of
those decision tables), the engagement sequence representation for the issues
has been combined. The combined representation for the first two issues,
broken out by the identification issue systems, is presented in Tables 15 and
16. Although the state transition table was chosen to reflect the combined
issues, finite state machines could also be developed from Tables 15 and 16 to
provide a different representation of the same results.

b. Further work is required to fill the gaps identified in the fire

unit's identification decision process. A thorough investigation of current
doctrine coupled with an assessment of SHORAD gunners' normal actions
(regardless of doctrine) will provide information pertinent to the air defense
community even before the MOE are fully analyzed. Pending the results of that
research, the engagement sequence representation can be used as a building

block for initial computer model implementation efforts supporting JFAAD. A
JFAAD computer model must incorporate those areas addressed in this paper
because they reflect the MOP identified in the Test Program Definition.
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TABLE 17. DIRECT VISUAL IDENTIFICATION ENGAGEMENT DECISION

INPUT ENGAGEMENT DECISION

EARLY PERCEIVED ASM VISUAL ID WEAPONS WEAPONS WEAPONS COMMAND
WARNING COMPLIANCE ID DECISION HOLD TIGHT FREE DIRECTED

U A U U E E E ?

U A F F E E E E

U A H H E E E ?

U A HA H E E E ?

U U U U E E E ?

U Y F F E E E E

U N H H E E E ?

4 F A F F E E E E

F Y F F E E E E

H A H H E E E

H A HA H E E E ?

H N H H E E E ?

H N HA H E E E ?

HC A H H E E E E

HC A HA H E E E E

HC N H H E E E E

HC N HA H E E E E

64 Total combinations: (4 EW X 4 ASM X 4 VID = 64)

All those not shown result in Identification Decision conflicts.

Types of Identification Decision conflicts are listed in Table 21.

3
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TABLE 18. DIRECT ELECTRONIC IDENTIFICATION ENGAGEMENT DECISION

* INPUT ENGAGEMENT DECISION

EARLY PERCEIVED ASM ELECTRf ID WEAPONS WEAPONS WEAPONS COMMAND

IWARNING COMPLIANCE ID DECISION HOLD TIGHT FREE DIRECTEDI

U A U u E E E?

U A F F E E E E

U A H H E E E

U U U U E E E

U Y F F EE E

U N H H E E E

F A F F E E E

F Y F F E E T E

H A H H E E

H N H H E E E

HC  A H H E E E E

HC N H H E E E E

48 Total combinations: (4 EW X 4 ASM X 3 VID = 48)

All those not shown result in Identification Decision conflicts.
Types of Identification Decision conflicts are listed in Table 21.
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TABLE 19. DIRECT VISUAL AND ELECTRONIC IDENTIFICATION

ENGAGEMENT DECISION

INPUT ENGAGEMENT DECI SION

EARLY PERC ASM VISUAL ELEC ID WEAPONS WEAPONS WEAPONS COMMAND
WARNING COMPL ID ID DECISION HOLD TIGHT FREE DIRECTED

U A U U U E E E ?

U A F F F E E E

U A H H H E E E

U A HA H H E E E

U U U U U E E ?

U Y F F F E E T

U N H H H E E E ?

F A F F F E E E E

F Y F F F E E E E

H A H H H E E E

H A HA  H H E E E ?

H N H H H E E E ?

H N HA  H H E E E ?

HC A H H H E E E E

HC A HA H H E E E E

HC  N H H H E E E m

HC N 11A H H E E E E

192 Total combinations: (4 EW X 4 ASM X 4 VID X 3 ELID= 192)
All those not shown result in Identification Decision conflicts.

Types of Identification Decision conflicts are 
listed in Table 21.
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TABLE 20. INDIRECT IDENTIFICATION ENGAGEMENT DECISION

INPUT ENGAGEMENT DECISION

EARLY PERC ASM VISUAL ELEC ID WEAPONS WEAPONS WEAPONS COMMAND

WARNING COMPL ID ID DECISION HOLD TIGHT FREE DIRECTED

U A U U U E E E ?

U A F F F E E E

U A H H H E E E ?

U A "A H H E E E ?

U U U U U E E E ?

U Y F F F E E E E

U N H H H E E E ?

F A . . F E E E E

F Y F -E E E E

H A 11 E E E ?

H N H E E E?

HC A H E E E E

HC  N - E E E E

60 Total combinations:

(4 ASM X 4 VID X 3 ELID w/No Early Warning + 3 EW X 4 ASM = 60)

All those not shown result in Identification Decision conflicts.

Types of Identification Decision conflicts are listed in Table 21.
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TABLE 21. IDENTIFICATION DECISION CONFLICT CATEGORIES

I. DIRECT VISUAL OR ELECTRONIC IDENTIFICATION (Tables 17 and 18)

* Positive direct ID, unknown ASM compliance -

does decision wait for resolution of ASM compliance?

* Clear ASM perception, unknown direct ID -

does decision wait for resolution of direct ID?

* Positive Early Warning, unknown direct ID -

does decision wait for resolution of direct ID?

* ASM perception and direct ID opposite, unknown Early Warning -

what is target evaluation scheme?

* ASM perception and direct ID agree, opposite Early Warning -

what is target evaluation scheme?

* Early Warning and direct ID opposite, unknown ASM compliance -

what is target evaluation scheme?

* Early Warning and direct ID agree, opposite or unknown ASM -

what is target evaluation scheme?

* Early Warning and ASM perception agree, unknown direct ID -

what is target evaluation scheme?

* Early Warning and ASM perception agree, opposite direct ID -

what is target evaluation scheme?

* Early Warning and ASM perception opposite, unknown direct ID -

what is target evaluation scheme?

2. DIRECT VISUAL AND ELECTRONIC IDENTIFICATION (Table 19)

appropriate variations of all categories above, plus:

* Visual and electronic direct ID opposite -

what is target evaluation scheme?

* One positive direct ID means and one unknown direct ID means -

what is target evaluation scheme?

4
3. INDIRECT IDENTIFICATION (Table 20)

categories in 1 where there is unknown or no Early Warning, plus

categories in 1 where Early Warning and ASM perception conflict
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